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Compromises
in the Pursuit

of Safety
Negotiation and communication improve outcomes

By George A. Peters and Barbara J. Peters

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS in the practice of safety
have provided a broad array of robust techniques
and methods to minimize risk. The general
approach may be to prevent human error [Peters
and Peters(c)]. Another approach is by design safety
analysis, as illustrated by the 22 most commonly
used methodologies in system safety (Ericson).
Books on occupational ergonomics [Peters and
Peters(a)]; legal aspects of safety practice (Peters);
warnings and instructions [Peters and Peters(e)];
vehicle safety [Peters and Peters(a)] and many allied
disciplines contain information that SH&E practi-
tioner could use in problem solving. In fact, a recent
search of Amazon for current books returned 4,354
occupational safety titles and 2,705 safety engineer-
ing titles. The Library of Congress has more than
10,000 occupational safety and safety engineering
book titles. Such a wealth of available resources sug-
gests the current growth, maturity and potential of
the safety discipline.

Teamwork
A broader scope and more productive role for the

safety discipline is suggested by the ready availability
of relevant information sources (content knowledge),
the development of many different techniques and
methodologies (tools of the trade), and the ever-grow-
ing expectations of others [Peters and Peters(b); USAF;
GAO; Alexander]. It may be unrealistic in some situa-
tions to expect just one safety specialist to know every-
thing and to act alone. Instead, the SH&E professional
should be aware of what is available and be able to
organize team efforts to effectively and efficiently use
the available knowledge and skills. The SH&E profes-
sional should lead and engage those in subdisciplines
and allied disciplines. Such team efforts require nego-
tiating skills, an understanding of the acts of compro-
mise and a comprehension of how others’ skills can be
best used to achieve a common goal.

The Safety Matrix
Problem solving for the SH&E professional

involves much more than a quick fix with common-
sense remedies. Many safety problems require three
major considerations.

1) Holistic assumptions. Start with an overview
of the general enterprise or operation. This may be
necessary to establish appropriate goals, the level of
effort to be expended, the possible conse-
quences of an uncorrected safety problem
and the available resources for suitable
preventive actions.

2) Develop applicable algorithms.
These include the sequences, patterns,
steps or rules that describe a process
which should solve normal problems. It is
a probabilistic set of instructions as to
what should occur. It is the relevant work-
flow path network in which the safety
problem is embedded and influenced.

3) Use targeted remedies. Based on the
focus achieved by holistic assumptions
and applicable algorithms, the root cause
of a safety problem may be precisely iden-
tified, remedies installed, follow-up initiat-
ed and possible side effects determined.
The permanent effectiveness and cost of
the remedies are important variables
—that is, one must realize it involves more
than the fact that some action was taken.
Compromises in the pursuit of safety are
clearly identified so that future remedial
action can be undertaken.

Ambiguity & Residual Problems
For many years, a fairly universal end-

all approach in safety was to include com-
pliance with government regulations,
trade standards, contract and code
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requirement, something relating to a specific com-
ponent test, an insertion copied from another draw-
ing or specification sheet, or just an arbitrary
number derived from a supplier’s submission?
What if it were just one component in a series (with
a multiplicative reduction in system reliability), a
part scheduled to be included in a product’s lifetime
warranty (perhaps 20 years or more with continuous
self-test operation) and destined for large-scale pro-
duction (at least 500,000 units per year)? Certainly,
many questions could be asked, particularly if the
component were to be part of a passive safety
device, a critical safety assembly or a vital link in an
active high-risk product. 

If a knowledgeable engineer were the source of the
reliability notation, would there be a friendly attempt
to gain a further understanding while providing
knowledge from the system safety perspective? Could
such an inquiry result in some sort of a challenge and
possible confrontation? Is it more likely to be a friend-
ly accommodation and a compromise with a primary
specialist on that topic? If the source was the project
engineer, would a long explanation and strong recom-
mendation ensue, or merely quick capitulation and
deference (a compromise to an authority)? Negotia-
tion for product improvement almost always involves
personal ego and technical compromises, but the ulti-
mate safety objective provides considerable leverage
in obtaining desirable compromises.

New Systems & Integration
A recent publication discussed the design of auto-

mobile rear steering-by-wire (Alexander). It stated
that in going through fault tree analysis “typically you
have to look at the single failures from a DFMEA
standpoint, but when you start dealing with these by-
wire technologies, you have to look at interactions.
You’ve got to protect yourself to multiple levels.” This
statement illustrates the fact that a more-detailed
design safety analysis is required for new technologies
such as electronic (by-wire) control of rear wheels, all
four wheels, throttle, steering or stability systems.

System safety specialists have long known that
their endeavors are particularly fruitful in the design
of new systems, as well as where systems interact
and integrate. More teamwork is evident when deal-
ing with unknowns for the first time; more coopera-
tiveness emerges between established disciplines
when attempting to identify and resolve problems
on equipment compatibility and effectiveness; more
appreciation is given for information useful in
achieving a common objective; and more under-
standing is provided of the need to proactively re-
duce predictable error variance (Peters). These are
substantial factors in minimizing important adverse
compromises on design safety.

Cost Controls
In one passenger automobile airbag system, an

attempt was made to eliminate remote sensors (to
reduce costs), along with their wiring harnesses and
connectors (to further reduce costs and complexity). A

requirements, industry practice and rel-
evant legal requirements [Peters; Peters
and Peters(d)]. The goals may have
been compliance, acceptable safety, tol-
erable risk, or appropriate warnings
and instructions [Peters and Peters(e)].

Such ambiguous goals may not be
sufficient in the perspective of the cur-
rent broad array of available sophisticat-
ed analysis techniques and advanced
methodologies. For example, determin-
ing what is acceptable or tolerable is
subject to broad interpretation and vari-
ation. Compliance may not result in
immediate desired results. Warnings
may address only residual risk and as a
result may be only partially effective.

A key objective for future safety
efforts is to reduce the ambiguities
(uncertainties) and residual risk (known
statistical variance), particularly where
compromises have been made in the
pursuit of safety. To illustrate this prob-
lem, this article focuses on safety com-
promises made in the recent past. The
emphasis is on design safety (system
safety), but safety compromises are

common in all subdisciplines. The question is what
to do about compromises in the pursuit of a high
level of safety.

Safety Compromises
The system safety engineer may perform detailed

design safety analyses, make appropriate risk
assessments, and determine what constitutes effec-
tive alternative designs or remedies. This work may
be very good, but it is incomplete unless action is
taken to implement the recommendations. This gen-
erally requires negotiation—in the form of partici-
pating in formal design reviews, personally working
with project engineers or managers to obtain desired
changes, or convincing those specialists who control
what appears on product engineering drawings,
specifications and other relevant documents. The
system safety recommendations may be initially
accepted or rejected, modified or delayed, relegated
to further research and study, or simply ignored.

Often, however, design compromises are made to
accommodate everyone’s opinion. A compromise
may be a partial victory for each reviewer in a some-
thing-is-better-than-nothing philosophy. Initial com-
promises on high-risk hazards may motivate the
system safety engineer to develop and refine the case
to achieve a better compromise in subsequent negoti-
ations. In any case, a core aspect of the product or sys-
tem improvement process is the art of compromise.

Reliability & Authority
Some situations require compromise. For exam-

ple, on an engineering drawing, a system safety spe-
cialist may observe the notation, “reliability 99.5%.”
Does this reflect a desirable goal, a minimum

Being best
in safety is

rewarding. Being
merely passable

in safety often
means predictive

uncertainty,
probable future

surprises and the
possibility of

the need for
corrective action

in the future.
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used in structural members which can suffer damage
in routine parts handling) and cable harnesses (with
connectors to sensitive electronic assemblies that are
inadvertently damaged during conventional installa-
tion procedures). Should system safety become more
involved in manufacturing operations or, at least,
preliminary (prototype) assembly and field opera-
tions testing? It would give full meaning and value to
the word “system” in system safety [Peters and
Peters(b)]. It could reduce problems in handling,
installation and service. It could bring the lessons
learned back home to engineering design and pro-
vide fodder for subsequent remedial changes and
next-generation design improvements. More realistic
design compromises can be made if system use is
better understood [Peters and Peters(b); (d)].

The Gateway
The negotiation of design safety improvements is

the gateway to preventive action. When design deci-
sions and approvals are made, the devil is often in the
details. Thus, there should be informed design com-
promises with some consideration of the rule-set
(legal context) of a largely globalized world. It may
include overcoming resistant managerial obstacles,
yet remaining a good team player. It may involve per-
sistence when rejections are snap decisions, particu-
larly in preemptive corrective actions including recall
planning and execution. While the term “design safe-
ty” often operates, to some degree, as a broad license,
it also carries with it an inherent defined responsibili-
ty and accountability. This requires adherence to eth-
ical codes and self-protection [Peters and Peters(d);
GAO]. Self-protection includes transparency so that
when scapegoats, whistleblowers and covert actions
are uncovered, the system safety activities will be
found to have provided appropriate information to
those ultimately responsible.

Most system safety specialists are well aware of
the media coverage of events involving moral and
ethical transgressions, regulatory violations, class
action and product liability awards, and unsettling
reports of serious personal injury, property damage,
forced mergers and corporate bankruptcies. The sys-
tem safety engineer may feel as if the crosshairs
of responsibility and accountability are targeting
safety endeavors.

If system safety recommendations are compro-
mised during negotiations with other specialists and
managers within the organization, what could be
the result if a major safety problem became manifest
a few years later? Typically, the system safety spe-
cialist’s name and function do not appear on the
design drawings and specifications (i.e., there is
anonymity). Others within the organization make
the design decisions, initiate and approve the com-
promises, and assume ultimate responsibility and
accountability for the final (released) design.

As employees of a corporation, system safety spe-
cialists are usually given personal immunity. They
generally must rely on data and information made
available, in part, by others. Thus, these specialists are

centralized integrated design seemed to meet
cost/benefit requirements and its simplicity met cus-
tomer cost reduction objectives (manufacturing,
installation and servicing). However, the system con-
troller (computer) had programmable discrimination
algorithms that required either expensive testing or
subjective extrapolation (gross estimation with a loss
of sensitivity and accuracy). The resultant algorithms
were based on minimal testing, past experience with
other systems and “educated” extrapolations. It was a
design compromise that favorably considered cost/
benefit factors, but actually compromised (degraded)
design safety in a final analysis of product perform-
ance. This was because continued cost controls mini-
mized the testing actually needed, a predictable event
by others in the chain of use of the system.

Information Sources
A company became aware of significant safety

problems from comparative warranty summaries
and other in-field sources. A special committee was
created to discover the root cause of the problem.
Two years passed, with vigorous committee activity
and increasing management pressure, yet no specif-
ic cause was identified and validated.

At the end of 2 years, one member left the commit-
tee. Several months later, he found a book that
described the problem and outlined remedies. Review
of engineering drawings revealed ongoing dimen-
sional, geometric and material changes made over the
course of the 2 years. They were made without refer-
ence to, consideration of or knowledge about the root
cause of the problem. The design had been compro-
mised many times during the 2-year committee activ-
ity. No system safety analysis had been conducted,
merely attempts to apply past experience as remem-
bered by senior staff, key technicians and project engi-
neers. Design compromises were speculative at best.

Technical books and reports are also often
ignored. There seem to be cycles in which problems
emerge, are studied and resolved, only to reappear
in a cycle a decade or 2 later. Fortunately, the system
safety engineer can be armed, either with informa-
tion from company archives or with the vast amount
of information available on the Internet.

Many external technical and research reports can
be instructive and useful as well. Worldwide patents
serve to identify problems and solutions. Trade stan-
dards may help but are not crutches. Chat rooms
provide informal contact with peers. International
conferences provide opportunities for informal tech-
nical discussions that may provide insight, concepts,
methodology and information on new instrumenta-
tion and technical equipment, all without a loss of
proprietary information or decline in company loyal-
ty. These external sources of information have become
increasingly valuable to design safety efforts.

Prototypes
Fabrication of parts with unconventional materi-

als may present novel problems with design safety
implications. Examples are carbon fiber (like that
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decisions. However, some system safety engineers
ignore the human factors aspects of a system by
assuming that this is largely an uncontrollable user
problem. Others may not share that belief.

For example, a driver may become inattentive,
drowsy and distracted and be drifting out of a lane
on a crowded highway. What can be done in design
about such a vehicle user problem? One vehicle
manufacturer now has a lane departure warning
system to alert the driver via an instrument panel
warning light and an audible warning buzzer if the
vehicle is about to move out of its lane. It senses lane
markings, distance and lateral velocity at speeds
above 45 mph. Human error should not always be
considered intractable or ungovernable.

Tolerance for risk is in the eye of the beholder and
may be quite different as perceived or understood by
the producer as opposed to the target (user). Testing
may help to establish the risk tolerance boundaries
for those involved with the system. Appropriate test-
ing should help to define what constitutes a reason-
able compromise under the circumstances.

Conclusion
1) Safety compromises are customary even when

dealing with important safety issues. The clarity of
expressed logic, the abundance of relevant information
and a demonstrable personal value system all tend to
prevail at critical decision points in the design process.
Compromises are to be expected and can be potential-
ly good, ineffectual or adverse to safety objectives.

2) The degree and character of past and current
compromises generates a personal reputation. The
peer acceptance of recommended design changes or
actions depends on the imputed credibility of the
person making the recommendations, as well as the

subject to the personal perspectives, motivations, bias-
es, objectives and other limitations of the ultimate
decision makers. Therefore, compromise is both a fact
of life in system safety and a means of shifting ulti-
mate responsibility to others in the organization.

However, one must still conform to customary
core practice (USAF), act prudently and responsibly
[Peters and Peters(d)] and not ignore the obvious
[Peters and Peters(b)]. The safety engineer is moral-
ly and ethically responsible for the proper perform-
ance of assigned duties regardless of opinions
regarding possible anonymity, shifting of responsi-
bility or the decisions of others.

Testing
In-field tests should include tests of warnings and

instructions. Warnings are used for residual risks
[Peters and Peters(e)], but are they effective enough?
What residual risk remains after a warning is used? A
design compromise to use a warning—rather than
altering a component—may be good or bad depend-
ing on the effectiveness of the warning. Without test-
ing, what residual risk remains in any design change?

Testing should yield results that can be used to
prepare a design checklist which could be used in
fault tree analysis, design review sessions and
design audits. It could be bolstered by a review of
historical company documents. Such information
could be the basis of better-informed design com-
promises. It may be the data that tilt the balance or
produce a small gain (rather than settling for less)
when negotiating a design improvement related to
personal and property damage. Testing helps to
remove uncertainty [Peters; Peters and Peters(a)].

Testing is crucial in human error reduction and
control. It provides an objective basis for design
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7) As with all aspects of system safety, opinions
differ considerably as to the application of specific
basic system safety techniques (tools) to varied situ-
ations, demands, objectives, needs and available
resources. Legitimate arguments may arise with
respect to risk assessments or the scope of system
safety. Not all industries are alike organizationally, in
acceptable practice or in what may be considered
reasonable in design compromises. Contractual,
technical, political or societal constraints or require-
ments may exist as well. In essence, what might be a
good (appropriate) compromise in one context may
be a bad (inadequate) compromise in another. In
other words, one should expect some diversity in
applying system safety theory, practice, tools, evalu-
ation criteria and procedures in various organ-
izational interrelationships. Negotiated design
compromise may be a relative, conditional, creative,
interpersonal, tolerant and persistent affair. It may
be direct or result from alternative creative means.

8) Design compromises are at the heart of the
communication process essential to implementation
of most system safety recommendations. Therefore,
the negotiation process and the art of compromise
should be the subject of considerable peer dialogue
and learning among system safety specialists. It
could substantially improve the effectiveness of what
results from system safety hazard identification, risk
evaluation and the formulation of feasible remedies.
It could be a key aspect of future professional growth
and the enhancement of the discipline.  �
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apparent significance of the foundational facts and
the perceived consequences. Personalities can pre-
vail over poorly presented analytical logic.

3) Inappropriate safety compromises may lead to
hidden or latent problems that are time-delayed in
their manifestations. Safety problems are created;
they are not an undiscoverable, inevitable, unpre-
ventable or a necessary trial-and-error impediment to
progress. System safety should be an objective search
for all potential problems past, present and future. 

4) Safety compromises made to serve one narrow
(domestic) market may not be acceptable in other
major markets and could lead to unexpected prob-
lems. Compromises should be made keeping in
mind the utility of international standards, the gen-
eral aspirations for world-class products, the pre-
dictable human cultural user differences, and
successive or remote customer satisfaction. Being
best in safety is rewarding. Being merely passable in
safety often means predictive uncertainty, probable
future surprises and the possibility of the need for
corrective action in the future. Design to exceed,
rather than rely on good luck, regulatory exceptions
or future evasive maneuvers. 

5) Safety compromises should be modified by
moral, ethical and liability considerations. These soci-
etal principles have been long standing, enforcement
often faltering and future penalties uncertain. Cor-
porate and personal risk may be manageable, even in
a world trade context, by informed specialists able to
use appropriate guidelines and safeguards.

6) The quality of compromises can be improved by
accessing available information sources. External data
can enrich the process, particularly when in-house
data are scarce or unreliable. Books, patents and sup-
plier representations are often underused as well.

The negotiation process
and the art of compromise

should be the subject of peer
dialogue and learning.
It could substantially

improve the effectiveness of
what results from system

safety hazard identification,
risk evaluation and
the formulation of
feasible remedies. 
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